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“A’ B F”
Inspired by the great plains of Africa, 

the Africa’s Big Five Fire Pit will 
enhance your outdoor environment 

making it a sanctuary for you to 
relax and unwind. Cut outs featuring 
Africa’s most sought out wildlife will 

bring a wild side to your outdoor 
entertaining.  Africas Big Five 

includes the African Lion, Elephant, 
Rhino, Leopard, and Cape Buffalo 

cut outs.  �is custom steel tuck base 
is created using 3” mild carbon steel.





“A”
�is dramatic, modern oriental design is a timeless classic that will enhance any setting.



Asia 36”, 48, 60, or 72” in diameter.



“Barefoot Beach”
Reminiscent of playful days 

on a sandy beach this shell and 
starfi sh design takes us back to 
warm, sunny summer days.





“Bella Vita”
The Good Life



Bella Vita celebrates your passion for the good life. 
American-made 304 stainless steel used for longevity and also for 

its corrosion and rust resistance, 46” in diameter 20” tall.





“Fire Surfer”
The graceful curves of fire seen through the openings in the Fire Surfer remind us of the hypnotic waves that 

have lapped our shores for thousands of years while we sat ocean side enjoying a meal, a fire, and our families.





“F  L”

�is enduring symbol
of the French Monarchy

sets the standard
for showcasing your

hospitality and elegance to
your friends and family.





“E”
Ancient origins for this modern fire pit bring to life the romance of times gone by. Handcrafted 

rivet heads, solid steel branding, and lifting rings grace this spectacular homage to kingdoms past.

8.35”

39.5”

20”



“Kokopelli”
Combining the 

inquisitive gecko, the 
bright noon day sun 
and the Hopi Indian 

God, Kokopelli, this fi re 
pit pays homage to our 

southwest heritage. 





“Linear Series”
Linear Series from Fire Pit Art features thick three sixteenth carbon steel material and an iron oxide patina. 

Steel leveling casters for a solid footing, a steel cover that protects the gas burners. Available in 36”, 48”, 60”, & 72” lengths.





“M”

Reflects the giant Manta
gliding through the ocean

on gentle wing strokes.



M A N TA  R AY



“N”
Namaste represents the belief that 

there is a Divine spark within 
each of us. �e four Lotus flower 

silhouettes represent the heart. �e 
heart can be visualized as a lotus 

flower unfolding at the center of the 
chest. Like a lotus that contracts 
and opens according to the light, 

our spiritual heart can be awakened 
through various yoga practices 

and meditation while watching the 
dance of the flame. “Namaste”.





“N”
Symbolic of ancient

incense burners, Nepal
offers an immense
caldron filled with

a soothing wood fire
creating positive energy

around your home 
and family.





“SATURN”



Saturn 41” OD & 
Magnum 54” OD



“Scallop”
The fl owing scalloped 
edges of the Scallop 
design fi re pit are 

symbolic of the tide 
rolling onto the beach.







“Third Rock”
Our home pure and simple! This large orb is relieved of the earth features and promotes the watery 

two thirds of our planet in steel. When afire this design highlights the earths fiery inner core.



“Vesuvius”
Much like Italy’s Mount Vesuvius this fire pit is statuesque and created 

to burn.  Vesuvius channels smoke and fire up the flue to the sky 
above.  Our trilateral design protects the fire from wind and lessens the 
spread of sparks and embers.  Heavy metal construction soaks up and 
radiates the heat from the fire.  Created using 1/4” mild carbon steel, 

Vesuvius is maintenance free and designed for smaller spaces. 





CUSTOM
DESIGNS









S  M  L



Artisan Spark 
Guard



Crescent 
Firewood Rack

This Fire Pit Art 
Crescent Firewood 
Rack can hold an 
evening’s worth of 
firewood with the 

wingspan of 39” and 
21” in height. The 
stainless steel finish 
will offer a rust-free 
finish for decades.



Propane Tank Filling Station
Discretely contain a liquid propane tank inside this carbon 

steel handcrafted Filling Station. This piece can also be 
used as a side table. The carbon steel is painted black.



A gathering place for family & friends




